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SBG Systems is  the  new  French  innovative  company  for  orientation  and  position 
measurement  based  on  the  last  generation  of  miniature  MEMS  inertial  sensors. 
Applications  of  new MEMS-based systems are cost-effective  replacement  products  in 
aerospace, robotics, marine, automotive, 3D augmented reality, gyro-stabilized cameras, 
education and a other innovative new markets.  SBG Systems is a leading company in 
MEMS, GPS/DGPS and altimeters based products. Thanks to three years of extensive 
developments,  SBG Systems is  able  to  offer  the  world  smallest  full  featured  gyro-
enhanced Inertial Measurement Unit: the IG-500. Using a powerful on-board extended 
Kalman filtering algorithm, our IG-500 is specially designed for micro drones: OEM 
version operates at 3.0V and only measures 30x27x14 mm for a 5 grams weight. Due to 
new MEMS gyroscopes, the IG-500 can track rapid rotations up to ±500°/s providing an 
accurate 3D orientation for micro drones applications. The IG-500 family comes from 
the Attitude and Heading Reference Systems (IG-500A) to full  Inertial  Measurement 
Units (IG-500N with GPS and Altimeters). Low cost 3D compass are also provided for 
static environments (head tracking, antenna orientation).

I. Introduction
AV are  everyday  more  and more  smaller  and integrated.  We can now create  micro UAV witch was 
unconceivable  5 years  ago.  The market  boomed with  the new generation  of  sensors  based on micro-

electro-mechanical-system (MEMS). Accelerometers and gyroscopes have been use for decades in civil and 
military aeronautic navigation systems, but their prices and weights were irrelevant for modern micro UAV 
applications. Since the introduction of those new low cost sensors, their performances have been improved and 
come ever closer than the original large-scale units.

U

Many applications of new MEMS based systems are cost-effective replacement products in aerospace, robotics, 
marine, automotive,  3D augmented reality,  gyro-stabilized cameras,  education and a many more innovative 
markets.

SBG Systems is the new French innovative company for orientation and position measurement based on the last 
generation of miniature MEMS inertial sensors. Founded by three engineers, specialized in embedded systems, 
SBG Systems takes its origins three years ago, in an ambitious associative project. Its goal was to build, in only 2 
years, a complete autonomous electronic system for micro-UAV. Many successful flights were achieved with 
this test platform.
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II. State of art in MEMS and other sensors
SBG Systems products use state of art  technologies in order to provide the best performances with high 

integration. Most of our sensors (gyroscopes, accelerometers, magnetometers and pressure sensor) are MEMS 
based. Our GPS is DPGS compliant and Galileo ready. All of those sensors measurements computed in our 
advanced Kalman filter give to our customers the highest performance in micro inertial systems.

A.MEMS : 
MEMS  (Micro-Electro  Mechanical  Systems)  Technology  is 

inherent in micron-sized mechanical devices that can sense, process 
and/or  control  the  surrounding  environment.  Sensing  capabilities 
derive from mechanical features measured in microns.

MEMS sensors began in the automotive industry especially for 
crash detection in airbag systems. Throughout the 1990s to today, the 
sensor  market  has  proved  to  be  a  huge  success  using  MEMS 
technology.  Reliability  is  now proved and MEMS sensors  can be 
found in aircraft inertial systems.

Benefits  of  MEMS are  low cost  (compared to previous sensor 
generations),  extremely  low  power,  miniaturization  and  high 
integration.  MEMS  performances  are  each  month  closer  from 
traditional sensors. Gyroscopes MEMS sensors are not as accurate as 
laser gyros, but combined with other sensors and with a good software filter, output data are more accurate than 
air vehicles need.

MEMS based sensors compared to mechanical sensors need more work in term of temperature calibration, 
cross axis effect compensation... This means that this type of sensors cannot really be used in a home made 
applications because of dramatically decreased precision.

SBG Systems uses new MEMS generation sensors to provide high integration and low consumption. This 
technology is still in progress and new sensors are in test for our next products.

B.GPS / DGPS and Galileo:
Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) is an enhancement to Global Positioning System that uses fixed 
ground based reference stations to broadcast  the difference between the positions  indicated by the satellite 
systems and the known fixed position. This will avoid positioning errors caused by signal distortion in high air 
layers.

The European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS) is a sort of DGPS system but it transmit 
its corrections from orbiting satellites instead of ground-based transmitters.

Specific ground stations can increase absolute position accuracy from 2.5m in normal mode to 0.5 m in 
DGPS mode. This high accuracy allows automatic take off and landing for a large amount of air  vehicles. 
Precision can be also increase with more sophisticated and expensive ground stations. Some military DGPS 
ground stations offer 10 cm accuracy.

Our products are also Galileo compliant. This European network is planed to be delivered in 2011. It's main 
benefit will be its high accuracy. GPS without any filtering has a 15 meters accuracy (new GPS chips provide 
2,5 m horizontal accuracy with internal filter). Galileo in public mode, will offer 4 meters horizontal accuracy, 3 
times  more  accurate  than  GPS.  This  will  increase  positioning  performances.  But  the  real  benefit  will  be 
provided by the commercial part of Galileo, with 1 meter of horizontal accuracy. With a ground station, we can 
predict a 10 cm all around the real absolute position.

C.Altimeter :
Our products use a pressure altimeter (also called barometric altimeter). It is the traditional altimeter used in 

most aircraft. In these components, an aneroid barometer measures the air pressure from a static port outside the 
aircraft. Air pressure decreases with an increase of altitude — about one millibar per 8.23 m near sea level. The 
altimeter  is  calibrated to show the pressure directly as  an altitude.  Those pressure  sensors  have a 1  meter 
accuracy, much better than the 5 meters accuracy offered by GPS chips.

Errors  can  occurred  when  weather  changes  during  flight.  A  barometric  altimeter  is  very  sensitive  to 
weather : pressure change then altitude estimation can become very bad. Problems can occur during landing 
phase if no recalibration is performed.
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D.Need of a ground station : 
In order to increase both GPS and altimeter precision,  SBG Systems research team is developing a ground 

station including DGPS receiver and altimeter for recalibration.
Information can be transmitted during flight to our Inertial  System by using client radio transmission or 

specific channels.

III. Technical developments at SBG Systems
Recent innovations in MEMS domain made it possible to design new products with a high added value, 

compared to existing inertial measurement units.
Three years ago, SBG Systems labs initiated its developments with a simple goal : Design the smallest full 

featured INS in the world.
A proof of concept were firstly made, and its promising results made  SBG Systems confident about this 

development.

A.Hardware design:
As it was mainly designed for micro-UAVs, some technical choices were made in order to facilitate the use 

of our products :
● Miniaturization : For size sensitive applications, an OEM version had to be proposed with an equal 

ease of use as the standard box version.

● Low power design : Allows less battery consumption. However, no compromise can be made with 
flexibility, and a wide input voltage range had to be suitable : from 3.0V to 12V.

● Modularity : Every product needs to share the same package, communication protocol and connectors. 

● Sensors choice: Our solution needed to track rapid movements of micro UAVs as well as slow motion 
of some machines. A 500°/s gyroscope that fits with most applications would be used. Concerning 
accelerometers, a software selectable range that goes from 2.5g to 12g were a perfect choice.

B.Sensors are nothing without a particular care...
It  would be  too easy if  each  electronic  component  could be  exactly  the  same as  its  neighbor.  In fact, 

manufacturing process as well as soldering the components on their boards alter components characteristics. 
Moreover,  an  accelerometer  measures  accelerations,but   also  –  in  a  certain  way  –  temperature...  It's  not 
important when you only design a free fall detector, but for attitude and position estimation, we need almost 
ideal senors.

Extensive researches were done to perform a good calibration procedure in order to get perfect sensors out 
of low cost components. Our calibration procedure compensates for these unwanted effects :

● Full temperature compensation : gain and bias

● Sensor misalignments and cross axis effects

This calibration is done for each individual product at SBG Systems labs.

Magnetometers are also quite annoying sensors : their problem is not really temperature but their sensitivity 
to hard and soft irons that are placed nearby the sensor. For a good heading calculation, a calibration has to be 
done with the AHRS or INS placed in the system. This calibration procedure compensates for both hard and soft 
iron effects for an optimal accuracy.

Note that all of these calibration procedures are only possible with a high precision test bank.

C.Attitude and position estimation
Once we have almost ideal sensors, and a good hardware solution, it may be useful to design an attitude and 

position estimator.
Most of AHRS on the market use a kind of complementary filter. This filter estimates attitude quite well but 

optimal results are obtained with a real Kalman filter.

SBG Systems developed in parallel of the hardware solution on a first 7 states extended Kalman filter1. As 
this filter estimates an attitude quaternion and the three gyro biases, it  is used in our AHRS version. Some 
additions to the initial filter were done to improve results in highly dynamic environment.
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Then, position and velocity estimation had to be added in the filter. A loosely coupled GPS/INS Kalman 
filter were designed in that goal. The advantage of coupling GPS and INS is not only precise position/velocity 
estimation or dead reckoning. This also allows to perform a better attitude estimation : By re-injecting GPS 
informations in our attitude estimator, we can distinguish gravitational and movement-linked accelerations, and 
therefore get a better attitude estimation.

In order to improve absolute precision of our INS solution, a mini DGPS station is in development. In that 
manner, our DGPS aided navigation system will get an extremely good performance, at extremely low weight 
and size.

IV. SBG Systems products

A.IG-500
Thanks to three years of extensive developments,  SBG Systems is able to 

offer the world smallest full featured gyro-enhanced Inertial Measurement Unit: 
the  IG-500.  Using  a  set  of  3  accelerometers,  3  gyroscopes  and  3 
magnetometers,  a  powerful  on-board  extended  Kalman  filtering  algorithm 
provides driftless 3D orientation even in dynamic conditions. 

Specially  designed  for  micro  drones,  the  OEM  version  of  our  IG-500 
operates  at  3.0V and  only  measures  30x27x14  mm for  a  5  grams  weight. 
Including  the  latest  generation  of  MEMS gyroscopes,  the  IG-500 can  track 
rapid rotations  up to 500°/s  providing an accurate  3D orientation for micro 
drones applications.  Highest-end versions also provide position and velocity 
estimations :

In November 2007, IG-500 line will be composed of three products:
● IG-500A, is a 3 DOF AHRS which outputs a drift-free 3D orientation.

● IG-500G, includes an IG-500A, a GPS and a barometric altimeter, providing 3D orientation as well as 
GPS position and accurate altitude.

● IG-500N,  is  the world smallest  6 DOF INS.  It  includes  the same sensors as the  IG-500G,  and an 
advanced Kalman filtering algorithm, providing accurate 3D position, velocity and orientation. The 
addition of the position estimation also improves attitude estimation in this version.

Due to its performances, IG-500N is the best suited for all UAV applications : Advanced autopilots can take 
full advantage of this product in order to get a very stable hovering (velocity and position instantly tracked), and 
to get the best precision in navigation.

1. IG-500 benefits
IG-500 is the world smallest Inertial Measurement Unit. The weight gain is one of his best benefits for micro air 
vehicles. Its OEM package has been especially designed to be easy to plug and easy to use. No cables needed ! 
No signal adaptation (for 3.3 V systems) ! Just plug it  and use it.  GPS and altimeters modules are already 
included; you don't need external sensors.

Here is presented some of the specifications (found in datasheets) of the OEM versions of the Xsens Mti2 and 
the Microstrain 3DMGX13, in comparison with SBG Systems's IG-5004.

SBG SYSTEMS X-SENS MICROSTRAIN 

Weight (grams) 5 g. 11 g. 25,8 g.
Dimensions (W x L x H) 30 x 27 x 14 mm 48 x 33 x 15 mm 42 x 40 x 15 mm 
Operating voltage 2,2 – 12 V 4,5 – 15 V 5,2 – 12 V 
Power consumption 340 mW 360 mW 340 mW 
Static accuracy 0,5 ° Pitch / Roll

1° Heading 
0,5 ° Pitch / Roll

1° Heading 
0,5 ° Pitch / Roll

1° Heading 
Dynamic accuracy 2 ° 2 ° 2 °
Filter Kalman Complementary Complementary 
Options GPS / Altimètre - -
Digital interfaces RS 232 – CAN – I2C RS 232 – RS 485 RS 232 – RS 485
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Figure 2: IG-500 hardware
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B.IG-20 and IG-30
For  cost  sensitive  applications,  SBG Systems will  introduce  two other  products.  These  modules  include 

accelerometers and magnetometers (IG-30 only). This technology, offers accurate attitude estimation, at a lower 
cost than using a full featured AHRS. On the other hand, these modules only have an optimal precision in static 
conditions. For a easier integration of our modules, these low-cost products will be fully compatible with IG-
500 : Same package, same communication protocol. 

● IG-20 which is an inclinometer. It outputs 3D accelerations as well as a static tilt information.

● IG-30 which is a 3D compass. This module may have a lot of applications in the micro-drones market. 
By providing an accurate 3D orientation in static environment, it can be used as a low-cost solution for 
head movement tracker, or as an antenna positioning system for example.

C.Future products :

The light aviation market is increasing every day. More and more airplanes are using inertial based systems for 
attitude and position estimation. After its IG-500 family, SBG Systems will design innovative inertial systems for 
the aeronautic market. Our goal is to use state of art technologies developed for our products in order to design a 
cost effective, MEMS based, certified I.N.S. for light aircrafts.
Current solutions are very reliable, but often too expensive and with very high power consumption. We will 
bring our advantages to this new market : weight, low consumption, easy integration, ...
Redesigning both hardware and software is needed for such products. Months of climatic and and inboard tests 
are required for aeronautic certifications. But every  SBG Systems inertial products will take high benefits of 
those new developments, increasing performances and security of our IG-500 family.

Other future developments will include new aids to our inertial products such as odometry (use of data from the 
rotation of wheels or tracks to estimate change in position over time) and image processing. Those new type of 
sensors can enhance estimations when conditions are degraded (when GPS can't work for example).
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